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But men like Mr. Yeats and Mr. George Russell (the
poet and philosopher), who count and perhaps count
increasingly in the shaping of national thought, have
friends in both sections of the Irish people and in all
quarters of Irish society. They have always been
centres of fusion, the more because both come of
Anglo-Irish stock : and their influence is strong to-day
and is reinforced by a perception of facts. The Kildare
Street Club exists as before; but its buildings had to
be rescued from an occupying Republican party in 1922
by the soldiers of the Irish Free State. Its members
realise, probably with few exceptions, that it is their
interest as Irish citizens to strengthen the constituted
Irish authority. Yet the attitude of this'element in
Irish life towards the social possibilities .of the future
is as yet hardly defined.
In truth, outside of Ulster, the attitude of Irish
society is still one of uncertainty. The sense of
separateness, the duality of outlook, may gradually
wear off, and the country be no more aware of racial
and religious divisions than, for instance, is Australia,
where these divisions are felt, but not in overmastering
degree. It is even possible that the Governor-General's
function may prove to be that of one who provides a
meeting-place outside of party allegiance for Irishmen
of good-will: possible also that the existence of an
active Republican party anxious to wreck the Free
State may group into a unity all citizens who desire
to support the State. Yet unity for political purposes
does not involve social fusion. The real question is
how long the middle nation can or will retain the
sense of its separate identity when that sense is no
longer fortified by the possession of a disproportioned
share of power or wealth,
A curious complication in Irish social life is that the
country as a whole outside of Belfast is strongly
penetrated with aristocratic ideas. Not only did the
old landlord class think of itself as an aristocracy: the
old inhabitants of tjjte cowitry accepted that view,

